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Brightspace Quiz Considerations

Quiz Watch outs
There are a few considerations with some functionalities of Brightspace quizzes and this document
outlines these. You will find here information about:
●
●
●
●

Best Practice for using Audio files in Quizzes
Multi Select question type considerations
Setting up a Quiz to be taken by multiple groups
Working with long fill-in-multiple-blank questions
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Best Practice for Audio in Quizzes
When using audio files in Quizzes - and in Brightspace in general - try to stick to .mp3 files as
they are better integrated. Audio files with the extension .wav are not displayed as well and
they tend to autoplay even when this isn’t required or desired. If you don’t have the option to
convert your files to mp3 and need to use .wav files, please follow the steps below.
Optimising the Audio Player for .wav files within Quiz Questions in Brightspace
When embedding .wav audio files into quiz questions/sections, the player's default size is
small, making it impossible for students to seek through the audio track. If you change the
dimensions of the player in the source code, however, it becomes possible for students to use
the seeker to go backwards and forwards through the track in a controlled way. This reduces
frustration for students and is essential for many of our listening exercises and exams.
You can make these changes by following these 4 steps:
1. Once you've added your audio to the quiz question, click on the button shown below to
expand the question in the full screen editor:
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2. Once the full screen editor is open, open the HTML source code through the </> button
shown below (it’s the third button from the right):

3. When the HTML Source Editor opens then in its small window, change the width setting to
100% and the height to 180, as shown:

4. Press Ok and save your question.
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Multi Select question type
considerations for grading
Below you will find information about the ways Multi Select question types are graded as these might
be confusing.
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As illustrated above, the settings for Multi Select can be confusing so what is recommended is to:
●
●

●

Ensure there are sufficient instructions for this type of questions
In your instructions you can add the ticking functionality as well as selecting and non selecting
e.g. Below you will find two correct and two incorrect sentences, selecting two and leaving the
rest “unticked”. Only that will be regarded as a correct answer (F or all or nothing setting)
Try not to use Right minus wrong as it is tricky in its assessment as illustrated above
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Setting up a listening exam for
multiple class groups in Brightspace
The following are instructions for setting up a listening exam which will take place in a
face-to-face session (for supervision) and which will be taken repeatedly by different groups
of students, e.g. different class groups within the one module Teanga na Gaeilge III A.
Build your template quiz:
1. Set up a Quiz through Assessment > Quizzes > New Quiz
2. Add your questions: Use one Section per listening segment and add the listening
segment to the Section body rather than to an individual Question within a Section.
This will allow you to create the Quiz online even if the students are filling out the
answers on paper.
3. If adding .wav audio files, beware the dimensions of the player. Alter these if
necessary: instructions for this above.
4. Use dividers to separate the sections from each other so listening segments don’t
play over one another (particularly relevant for .wav type files).
5. Set number of attempts allowed to unlimited.
6. Set the recommended time allowed to the length of the class.
7. Do not apply restrictions but leave Quiz hidden from users.
8. Save your quiz. This will become your template for each group.
Copy the template for each distinct class:
9. Use the copy function to create a separate copy of the quiz for each class that will sit
the listening exam
10. Label each copy clearly with the date and time of the class.
Apply passwords and date restrictions to each individual quiz:
11. Once all the copies have been created, enter edit mode in each quiz in turn.
12. Add a start date and time ten minutes before the exam is due to begin.
13. Add a password and make this password available to the tutor/lecturer who will be
supervising the exam. This will ensure that students who are not present cannot
attempt the listening exam and thereby reduces the risk of impersonation.
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14. Add an end date and time to coincide with the end of the class to ensure that the quiz
becomes unavailable again so that students will not be able to access the quiz outside
of class time.
15. Make sure that you have made each quiz Available to users (Note: Even with this
enabled, the exam will only become available on the start date and students will only
be able to begin it once they have been given the password.) You can make all of the
quizzes “Available” at once by using the Bulk Edit tool and by unchecking Hide from
Users for each quiz.
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Working with long
fill-in-multiple-blank questions
If you’re creating a quiz question in Brightspace where students have to fill in a number of
blanks in a passage of text like in this example:
There was a little … and he had a … gun and over the …. he did run.
With a … full of fat and an old top … and a pancake strapped to his …..
you will need to take your passage and break it into chunks of text, breaking at each blank, as
follows:
Text 1: There was a little
Blank 1: man
Text 2: and he had a
Blank 2: little
Text 3: gun and over the
Blank 3: mountain
Text 4: he did run.
etc etc.
Once you have laid this out, follow the steps below to set up the question in Brightspace.
1. Go to Assessment > Quizzes
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2. Create new quiz, give it a title and then Add/edit questions

3. In the question editing area, click the blue New button and then select question type Fill
in the Blanks (FIB):
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4. Add your first piece of text (There was a little) to Text #1 and add the text of the answer
your first blank (man, i.e. the answer you want from the student) to Blank #1:

5. Continue in this fashion down through the numbers until you run out of boxes. If you do
run out and need to create a new text box or a new blank, you will find the buttons + Add
Blank and + Add Text just above Text #1. When clicked, these will create an extra
text-box or blank-box at the bottom of your list.

This must be done one at a time for the example I have given here, as our little poem
has the layout: text - blank - text - blank - text - blank until the end. If you had, for
example, 3 blanks in a row, you could change the number from 1 to 3 and add three
blanks at once.
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6. Decide what weight of the question grade each blank will be worth and fill this in. Save
as you go to avoid losing your work and make sure to preview the Quiz before making it
visible to students to make sure everything is in order.
Tip: Keep the text format uniform.
If you lay out your questions in Word beforehand and copy the text into Brightspace, the format
of the text may also be brought across, leaving the text in a font different to the basic
Brightspace font. There are a number of ways to avoid this.
Method A:
Make the font the same as that in Brightspace in the original document before you begin to copy
and paste.
Method B:
1. Paste all of the text into your computer’s text editor:

2. Click on Format > Make Plain Text

3. Copy and paste the text from here and it will take on the Brightspace font as it is pasted.
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Method C:
1. Copy each section of text / blank from your document as you come to it.
2. Paste it into the URL bar in your internet browser. This will remove the original
formatting.
3. Re-copy the text from the URL bar.
4. Paste into Brightspace.
Very useful here are the following shortcuts:
● Copy text in Windows: Ctrl + C | Copy text on a Mac: Cmd + C
● Paste text in Windows: Ctrl + V | Paste text on a Mac: Cmd + V
Tip: Speed up your workflow
Each new piece of text and each new blank is added to the quiz through the buttons at the top
of the quiz creation page, but when you’re filling in the text or the answer to the blank you will do
this at the bottom of the question creation page.
To jump quickly between the top and the bottom of the page, you can use the following
shortcuts:
To jump to the top of the page:
● Windows computers: Ctrl + ↑ (directional up-arrow)
● Mac computers: Cmd ⌘ + ↑ (directional up-arrow)
To jump to the bottom of the page:
● Windows computers: Ctrl + ↓ (directional down-arrow)
● Mac computers: Cmd ⌘ + ↓ (directional down-arrow)
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